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CMC of the cis-trans mixture as a function of the total concentration and trans ratio R

We explain now how the CMC evolves with the solution composition. Mysels1,2 established the relation between the CMC and the
properties of the pure surfactants for an ideal binary solution of ionic surfactants. It is valid in our system as binary solutions of
surfactants with same polar head behave as an ideal mixture of adsorbed pure components2. The relation is given by:

CMCθ =
(cmctrans cmccis)

θ

xcmcθ
cis +(1− x)cmcθ

trans

CMCθ = ycmcθ
trans +(1− y)cmcθ

cis

(1)

Where y is the ratio of trans in the micelle phase, x the ratio of trans in the monomer phase, cmctrans and cmccis are the CMCs of
the pure bodies without added salt, θ −1 is the effective degree of counter ions binding. For a given solution ratio R at concentrations
close to the formation of first micelles, x ' R because almost no surfactant are in the micelles, and the CMC is given by CMCθ '

(cmctrans cmccis)
θ

Rcmcθ
cis+(1−R)cmcθ

trans
. The CMC value (for c ' CMC) is highly nonlinear on R and biased toward the most lipophilic surfactant because

the first micelles are much enriched in the most lipophilic specie. However at total concentration much bigger than the CMC, most of
the surfactants are in the micelles and y ' R, so that the CMC increases and is given by CMCθ ' Rcmcθ

trans +(1−R)cmcθ
cis : the CMC

increases witht the total concentration in a binary mixture of surfactant.
We found experimentally3 that the effective degree of counter ions binding is be close to 1, so we take θ = 2. We measured the

CMC at appearance of the first micelle by surface tension measurement for 3 different R, see Fig S1, and deduced from the eq S(1) the
estimation of the pure bodies CMC : cmctrans ≈ 1.6mM and cmccis ≈ 20mM. We also plot on Fig S1 values of the CMC for the solutions of
c=16mM (section 3 in the main text), that we estimate from the values of κ

−1
D (Table 1 in the main text) using the theoretical formula

κ
−1
D =

(
ε0εrkBT
2q2CMC

)1/2
(derived in the main text). We would expect these CMC values to be higher, because for such a concentration

the micelle phase is important and the CMC is between the blue and green curves ; however the values lie in the good range, and we
observe a good qualitative trend (CMC decreases as R increases) that validates our hypothesis.
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Figure 1 Plot of the CMC as a function of R the ratio of trans surfactants in the solution. In blue, the theoretical curve of the CMC when the first micelle
appears. In green the theoretical curve of the CMC in the limit of high total concentrations of surfactants. The black crosses are the experimental
evaluations of the CMC at appearance of first micelle (with which the theoretical curve is fitted) (the vertical segments are the error bars). The red
crosses are the values of the CMC for solutions of c=16mM, deduced from the evaluations of κ

−1
D (Table 1 in the main text) and from the theoretical

value of κ
−1
D . (error comprised in the symbol size)

Evolution of the surface and bulk composition under light stimulation

As the adsorption of micelles is negligible in front that of monomers, the flows between the interfaces and bulk are given by :
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dΓtrans

dt
= k0trans
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(2)
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+aΓtrans−bΓcis
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ccis

dt
=
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(3)

Where a and b are the switch rates respectively from trans state to cis, and cis to trans, due to the light stimulation. These
rates depend on the light wavelength, they are also proportionnal to the light intensity. We described them and determined their
values in a previous work4. The concentrations in conformer trans and cis in the monomer phase are written ctrans

mono and ccis
mono. Their

value is given by ctrans
mono = xCMC (and ccis

mono = (1− x)CMC), with x = y( cmctrans
CMC )θ , (1− x) = (1− y)( cmccis

CMC )θ 1. At c� CMC it is given
by ctrans

mono = Rcmctrans
θCMC1−θ , ccis

mono = (1−R)cmccis
θCMC1−θ . These formulas are correct if the dynamics of exchange between the

monomer phase and micellar phase equilibrate faster than the switch, which is the case. The total concentrations in the film at
stationary state are given by: 

hccis +2Γcis = n0
a

a+b

hctrans +2Γtrans = n0
b

a+b

(4)

With h the film thickness and n0 = 2(Γtrans +Γcis)+ h(ctrans + ccis) the total number of surfactant per unit surface of film (which
remains constant during the stimulation). We notice that R is independent of h, as long as the desorption of surfactants increase the
volume concentration c to c�CMC, which is the case in our situation.
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